Talking Points

See Our Equipment
In Operation

Ask our competitors :
1.

Imitated But Never Duplicated

2.
3.

TANK

4.

CLEANING

Walls

Floors

Roofs
FasterBlaster 16

5.
6.

FasterBlaster 32

7.

8.

PIPE
Vertical

CLEANING
 All sizes

Horizontal

9.
10.

11.

Pipe

See MORE VIDEOS
at
www.rbwe.com
&

videos.rbwe.com

12.
13.
14.

Do I have to buy an additional machine to clean
tank roofs and floors?
Does your vertical blast machine do anything other
than clean vertical walls?
Can your vertical machine clean up and over a
dome roof?
What is the size and weight of the remote control?
How many remotes are required to operate all
functions of the machine?
Can your vertical machine fit through a 24”
diameter manway? Can your vertical machine clean
internal walls and floors of tanks?
Where are the electrical control panel locations? Are
they on the ground for access at all times or on the
machine?
Can the operator easily pull the dust collector
around the tank? Do you offer a drive assist for
moving the collector? How do you move the
collector?
Are the power cables between the machine and the
generator furnished with the machine? Are they
300’ long?
How do you remove spent waste and lead paint
from the dust collector? Do you have to handle bags
of dust or manually shovel out pans?
Do your shot valves require adjustment? Do they
have to be closed before shutting down the
machine? What do you do if a valve malfunctions?
How long does it take to get a replacement?
How many hoists are used and how are they
synchronized? Are the controls on the ground or on
the machine? What happens if one malfunctions?
How long would it take to get a replacement? Is
there a safety backup system if the hoist gears
should fail?
Can you paint near the machine while blasting?
How do you clean areas under stairways?
Does your floor machine blast going forward and
backward or do you have to turn the machine
around with every pass? Does it use a wireless
remote control or do you walk behind the machine
to steer?

See a Video explanation of the Talking

Points

http://rbwe.wistia.com/medias/m4ih0s6rzg
136 Hillwood Circle, Newnan GA. 30263 - 770-251-8989

If you find a machine with a built in curved chute, located directly behind two horizontal blast wheels,
it is an attempt to duplicate our technology. (See below)

Curved Chute
Blast Wheel

Blast Wheel

Because we are recognized worldwide as the premier supplier of vertical robotic tank
cleaning machines, others have attempted to replicate our Direct Blast Technology and
our Blast Wheel Powered Reclaim System.

Watch this video to see the differences between our competition and The FasterBlaster
http://rbwe.wistia.com/medias/m4ih0s6rzg

